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Steering Committee Minutes
Tuesday, September 21, 2021
Via Zoom
Present: Janet Schrunk Ericksen, Ed Brands, Jon Anderson, Tim Lindberg, Kari Adams, Julia
Scovil, Cal Mergendahl, Rebecca Dean
In these minutes: campus assembly minutes, roles related to campus assembly, campus
assembly agenda, community hour usage, strategic planning and visioning priorities for campus
committees
1. Minute Taker: Ed Brands
2. Announcements
A brief update was given regarding the potential position of Secretary of Campus Assembly.
The ad hoc committee consisting of Grace Hiltner, Laura Thielke, and Tim Lindberg will put
together a brief report on the usefulness and feasibility of this position by the end of fall
semester 2021.
3. Steering Committee minutes from 9-7-21
Approved unanimously following a minor adjustment regarding the name of the staff member of
the above-referenced ad hoc committee
4. Campus assembly minutes (4-27)
Approved unanimously
5. Roles Related to Campus Assembly
There was a discussion about role of Jasmine Dailey, Executive Assistant to the Chancellor,
who will be taking minutes for Campus Assembly –moving forward, Jasmine will be invited to
and included in SC meetings as well as provided access to Steering Committee shared Google
drive and the Campus Assembly Canvas site. Jasmine will not, however, be expected to take
minutes for the Steering Committee meetings.
6. Agenda for Campus Assembly meeting on 9/28/2021
●

●

Discussion of the role of Executive Chancellor vs. Acting Chancellor –Acting Chancellor
will chair the meetings of Campus Assembly and make introductory remarks because
the Executive Chancellor position is outside the campus governance structure.
Discussion of academic calendars: this will be led by Peh Ng, as will a prelude to
upcoming general education discussions.

●
●

●

●

Covid situation update will be provided by Bryan Herrmann
What to do about Campus Assembly history and purpose and everyone’s roles? it was
agreed that the longer historical document (by Roland Guyotte) available via Campus
Assembly Canvas site and that Janet would highlight important points about Campus
Assembly and participation in governance processes and meetings.
Proposed amendment to Constitution Bylaws to allow for electronic meetings when it is
possible to meet in-person: Tim will draft language for review/approval of the committee
prior to Campus Assembly
The number of minutes assigned to each agenda item was roughed out and left to Ed,
Jon, Tim, and Janet to finalize by Thursday 9/23.

7. Community Hour usage discussion
●

●
●

●

●
●

The committee briefly discussed adding Equity Diversity Advocate training on open
common hour dates and decided this would be a good use of the time, so EDA training
will be listed on three of the dates (11/4, 12/9, 4/5) currently listed as open on the
Community Hour schedule
How did scheduling committee meetings work with/for students pre-community hour-the
community hour is extremely convenient for scheduling for students (no classes)
Another way to think about scheduling is to keep set times for committee meetings that
would coordinate across committees-this would enable administrators to attend different
committee meetings –set times/days of week could be consistent across the years
Community Hour can be difficult for staff who are expected to be at desks—then there is
no lunch hour; sometimes there can also be issues with 40 hour work week; covering
offices as an office of one is also difficult
The possibility of moving community hour to a different time of day was discussed
The possibility of moving meeting times to MWF instead of T/Th was mentioned;
however, based on original planning for incorporating Community Hour into class
schedule, any change to MWF is very troublesome from a class scheduling perspective,
but much less disruptive for T/Th

8. Strategic Planning and Goals-role of Constitutional Committees
Janet will take the initial work done by Steering (assigning to committees some of the strategic
goals and priorities) to the Planning Committee chair for discussion of assigning priorities to CA
committees and also announce at Campus Assembly that this has been discussed preliminarily
with Steering and Planning. Our campus is compelled by the U of MN system to document
evidence of progress on the strategic plan priorities. It would be good to leave up to the
committees as to how exactly they contribute to the strategic priorities to which they are
assigned.

